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Introductory
1 he narrative which follows is concerned with a peat of the
^travels made by the Augustinian friar, Sebastiao Manrique. This
Portuguese worthy was born at Oporto some time between 1590
and 1600. When a boy—though at what age precisely is unknown
—he was attached to the Augustinian Order and later sent out to
Goa, the capital of Portuguese Asia, as the eastern dominions of
Portugal were called. In that strange and beautiful Indian city he
remained for many years, first as a novice and then as a friar,
resident at the monastery of his Order, a splendid baroque build-
ing, or rather group of buildings, which included besides the
monastery proper, a chapel, a college, and a novitiate.
In 1628, when he was between thirty and forty years of age, he
was transferred to Bengal, where at Hugli, near the present
Calcutta, the Portuguese had a settlement and the Augustinians
another monastery. Bengal is adjacent to Arakan, a country which
is now part of Burma, but then was an independent kingdom
inhabited by a Mongolian race closely resembling the Burmese.
To this kingdom Manrique was obliged to go the following year
and his experiences there, as related in his Travels, disclose a
world which will be found quite novel. These Travels he did not
compose until after his return to Europe in 1645. They are writ-
ten, not in his native Portuguese, but in a Spanish which often is
obscure and meretricious, a 'castellano desastroso9, as Vela, the
historian of the Augustinian Order, phrases it.
Manrique travelled to many other places besides Arakan, but it
is with his visit to that Court that we shall be chiefly concerned.
His style in this part is generally less tiresome. It seems to lift, his
narrative to take life. No other seventeenth-century writer has
left us so detailed and intimate a description of an oriental king
nor raised so many questions of interest. Neither the Jesuits at the
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